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Pollination and Pollinators. 

What’s it all about? 

It’s very simple. Without pollination all of the earth’s ecosystems and therefore the human 

race would not survive never mind global warming as well! 

Why? 

Pollination is the mechanism for producing new seeds and the fruit surrounding them. New 

seeds grow into new plants many of which feed us. About 75% of our main food crops are 

pollinated by insects especially bees and between 80% and 95% of all other plants. 

Who are the pollinators ? 

 The ones that immediately come to mind are bees of all kinds but there are others that are 

equally important including hoverflies, lacewings, bats, butterflies, moths, flies, birds, 

beetles and ants so we need to make sure that there is a welcome home in our garden for 

all of these. The wind is important too but we can’t do much about that except grow plants, 

usually trees that respond to wind pollination. 

How does pollination happen? 

It all begins with flowers - flowers in our gardens or flowers on the crops sown by farmers or 

flowers that grow wild within ecosystems such as tropical forests and woodlands even 

hedgerows and lawns. 

 To be pollinated pollen must be moved from a stamen, the male part of a flower, to the 

female part called the pistil by a pollinator. This may happen in the same flower (self 

pollination) or in a different flower but always of the same species (cross pollination) 

Did You Know?  

 Stamens and pistils are the reproductive parts of flowers. 

 A stamen is the male part of the flower and consists of a long slender stalk, the filament, with a two-

lobed anther at the tip. The anther consists of four saclike structures that produce pollen for 

pollination. They are usually very prominent so that a visiting insect has to push against them so 

dislodging pollen. 

A pistil is the female part. It has 3 parts the stigma, style and ovary. It is found at the very centre of 

the flower. An insect must first be near the stigma which is sticky or hairy and loose pollen disturbed 

by the pollinator will adhere to it. The pollen grains pass down the tube like style to the ovary where 

a pollen grain will fertilise an egg so giving the starting point for seeds and fruit to grow. 
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       Why not buy a small hand lens to look at these flower parts in closer detail. Every species of 

flower is different in arrangement but all are quite literally exquisite and awesome. The lens need 

not be expensive £10 – £12 will give a magnification of x10 or of course you can spend more for 

even more detail. 

Everybody’s Happy! 

        Pollination is mutually beneficial to both plants and pollinators.   Plants and pollinator have 

been coevolving together for over a hundred million years so that there is a pollinator for every 

shape of flower. 

         Here is how it goes.  Pollinators are looking for nectar which is sugar and water found in various 

proportions depending on the species of plant.  Many plants can switch on or off their nectar supply. 

If there is no demand they can stop producing it so conserving plant energy or they can speed up the 

supply in times of high demand.  

       Bees especially have to get rid of the water in the nectar so they go first for flowers with the 

most sugar for example dandelions 80% sugar whereas apple flowers are only 25% sugar. It is all 

about conserving energy for the bee. 

         They are also looking for pollen to feed themselves and their larvae possibly or their queen. 

Pollen is very high in protein, vitamins and trace elements. It is therefore highly nutritious for 

humans too and if hive honey is not filtered too much it will contain pollen. Many people believe 

that honey from their local area helps to lessen the effects of hay fever. 

           It is in a flower’s interest to attract insects to it in order that, whilst finding nectar right down 

at the base of the petals, it will brush against pollen and carry it to the stigma of the next flower. The 

insect is unaware of this. It is collecting pollen which it stores in honey sacs on the hind legs to carry 

to its home. You can see bees particularly flying laden with the yellow pollen. 

How do flowers attract pollinators? 

1. Scent.  (i) the most common is a flowery sweet perfume but there are 2 others 

             (ii) scent of insect pheromones used by orchids. 

            (iii) scent of dung or carrion used by cuckoo pints for example to attract 

certain flies and some beetles.  

2. Colour Flowers are often brightly coloured. Most insects see in ultraviolet light and 

therefore they are especially attracted to purple/mauve/pink flowers such as 

lavender, verbena, marjoram, thyme , sage, erigeron, erysimum (Bowles mauve) 

buddleia and alliums. They can’t see red! 

3. Guide lines. Look closely at a petal and you will see that there are distinct lines on it 

that lead the insect right down to the nectar. New evidence suggests that some 
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flowers have evolved Velcro like petal surfaces that help insects to cling onto the flower 

especially when windy. 

Thus there is a mutual interest between insect and flower. The flower offers food as a 

reward and the insect pollinates the plant to ensure its future. 

      There is another type of pollination – the wind. In this case the plants do not have to 

invest in beautiful flowers with many colours and scent nor do they have to produce nectar. 

They do produce pollen and the process of pollination relies on air currents carrying pollen 

to a stigma somewhere. It is a very risky procedure so the plant has to produce huge 

amounts of pollen so inducing hay fever in the spring for many people. 

         Many of the world's most important food crops are wind-pollinated including wheat, rice, corn, 

rye, barley, and oats. Nut producing trees such as walnuts, pecans and pistachios are usually wind-

pollinated as well. Some of our native trees are wind pollinated such as birch, alder, oak and willow. 

They usually have catkins that hold the pollen and they are usually where they can catch the wind.  

 Now to the point. How can gardeners help pollinators? 

    The simple answer is plant as many flowers as you possibly can making especially sure 

that there are flowers for as much of the year as possible especially early and late in the 

year. 

  There also needs to be a diversity of plants since different pollinators have different 

requirements 

   Plant flowers of the same type in groups. I know that bees have favourite flowers! If 

favoured plants are together less energy is wasted in both flying and trying to find a 

particular flower. 

 The umbellefer (umbrella) shaped plants are especially welcome to pollinators because 

they have hundreds of shallow flowers on the same stalk so that, not only can the pollinator 

just walk over the plant without wasting huge amounts of time flying from flower to flower 

but the flowers are easy to access nectar. The wild example is cow parsley but there are 

many cultivated plants as well such as angelica. Sweet cicely, fennel, ammi, coriander and if 

allowed to go to seed carrots, leeks, onions and parsnips. Angelica gigas is especially 

beautiful being a crimson red in colour. 

 Incidentally there are 7 main flower shapes and each has an insect or two that specialises in 

foraging in that shape. They are: 

1. Bowl by far the most common and often native such as apples, pears, plums and 

hawthorn 

2. Brush such as willow and bottle brush. 
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3. Tube such as heliotrope, snapdragon, hyacinth and lilac. 

4. Flag where the lower petals act as a landing platform such as the pea family and 

irises 

5. Funnel such as the bluebell 

6. Gullet where the upper petals hold the stamens such as foxgloves so that 

bumblebees can reach right inside but pollen falls onto them from the stamen as 

they push in. 

7. Labiates such as the nettle family and mint 

This is not an exact science! 

Remember from Fact Sheet 1.  Even if you have plenty of flowers for pollinators you should 

remember to cater for their young (larvae) which are mostly carnivores with the exception 

of honey bees whose young eat honey or if the larva is to become a queen they are fed on 

royal jelly made by the workers and based on pollen Therefore honey bees are the least 

efficient at pollination because a lot of their time is spent in looking after their young. 

Some plant suggestions. 

Early spring 

Perhaps most important are early spring flowers. With our milder winters insects do not 

hibernate so much but come out on milder days in search of food. If they waste too much 

energy in the search they will die. A way to revive bees especially is to place a teaspoon of 

sugar dissolved in a little water close by them and they may crawl to the solution and gain 

enough energy to fly 

***hellebores (orientalis)         snowdrops         bluebell       flowering current       willows 

      rosemary    aubretia    mahonia           heather           tulips           foxglove 

Late spring/early summer 

aquilegia    campanula    comfrey    geranium       foxglove    honeysuckle     stachys    thyme 

choisya    viburnums    fritillary    wild garlic.....sweet woodruff      valerian    sweet cicely 

erysimum 

hawthorn    roses    pyrocantha    fruit bushes   *privet      forsythia    cherry   cat mint 

Summer 

There is a huge amount of choice but here are a few  
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Cornflower    fuchsia    lavender   eryngium      echinops    scabious    teasel    grasses    

knapweed     nettles    sunflowers    herbs of all kinds    nasturtiums    sunflowers    coreopsis    

echinacea     stocks     chives    clematis 

Autumn and winter  

This is another essential time for providing flowers. 

*Aster   dahlias     erysimum    some salvias    * roses still     blackberry       sedums     verbena   

caryopteris    some clematis    *sarcococca     rudbeckia    begonia and most of all ivy. 

       Ivy is a real winner for the winter garden. It has everything including a bad reputation! It 

has many virtues though 

 Evergreen 

 Grows in the shade where few other plants grow 

 Provides shelter for insects 

 Provides shelter for small birds such as wrens especially in cold weather 

when deciduous trees are bare 

 An overwintering place for butterflies such as the brimstone 

 Flowers very late in the year – November/December. Therefore provides 

pollen and nectar for pollinating insects especially honey bees and late flying 

butterflies. Honey bees store some in their home as a source of protein for 

their young in the spring 

 Berries give winter feed to thrushes, blackbirds and even fieldfares and 

redwings. The berries ripen when most other berries have been eaten 

  Flower buds provide food for the holly blue butterfly. 

Night Shifts  

       Some pollinating insects such as moths do their work at night. So they need night 

scented plants such as  

petunia    verbena    sweet rocket    honeysuckle   night scented stocks   white jasmine    

tobacco plants    soapwort    valerian    evening primrose    everlasting peas       

  They suit other pollinators too of course. 

 


